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Adaptive Chip-Rate Equalization of Downlink
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Abstract—We consider a downlink direct sequence-code division
multiple access (DS-CDMA) system in which multirate user sig-
nals are transmitted via synchronous orthogonal short codes over-
laid with a common scrambling sequence. The transmitted signal
is subjected to significant time- and frequency-selective multipath
fading.

In response to this scenario, a novel two-mode receiver is pro-
posed that accomplishes chip-rate adaptive equalization aided by
filtering and/or cancellation of multiaccess interference (MAI). In
the acquisition mode, a code-multiplexed pilot is used to adapt the
equalizer from cold start or loss-of-lock. The use of MAI filtering
results in a third-order least mean squares (LMS) algorithm, which
has significant advantages over standard (i.e., first-order) LMS in
nonstationary environments. In the tracking mode, decision-direc-
tion facilitates MAI-cancellation in the equalizer update, which en-
hances performance. The receiver monitors pilot decision quality
as a means of switching between the two modes. The performance
of the adaptive receiver is studied through analysis and simulation.

Index Terms—Adaptive equalization, averaged-error aver-
aged-regressor LMS (AEAR-LMS), code division multiple access
(CDMA), decision-direction (DD), scrambling, variable step-size.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N third generation mobile direct sequence-code division
multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems, downlink multi-

rate symbol streams are multiplexed using orthogonal short
codes and then scrambled by a cell-specific long code prior to
synchronous transmission, as shown in Fig. 1. The multipath
propagation channel has a time-dispersive effect that destroys
the orthogonality among user codes, substantially degrading
the performance of matched-filter (MF)-based detectors. The
usual methods of multipath mitigation in CDMA (e.g., “blind
minimum output energy” techniques [2]) rely on received signal
cyclostationarity. In our application, however, the scrambling
code destroys the cyclostationarity; therefore, an alternative
means of multipath mitigation is necessary. We focus on
adaptive chip-level equalization as a means of restoring orthog-
onality and hence reducing multiaccess interference (MAI) in
a time- and frequency-selective fading environment. Since the
mobile terminals in these systems are cost- and power-limited,
we desire a low-complexity solution.

Adaptive receivers for the scrambled CDMA downlink can be
classified as follows: those that estimate the channel response
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Fig. 1. Scrambled-CDMA transmitter model.

for subsequent estimation of equalizer coefficients and those
that adapt the equalizer coefficients directly. Several receivers
of the channel-estimating variety are discussed and compared
in [3] and [4]. Reduced-rank methods have been proposed in
[5]. The receiver we propose adapts the equalizer coefficients
directly. Ultimately, the linear minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) equalizer (with perfect channel knowledge) forms a
reference against which any linear receiver can be compared [6].

Frank and Visotsky [7] first proposed the use of a code-mul-
tiplexed pilot for equalizer adaptation in the scrambled CDMA
downlink. (A more thorough treatment is found in [8].) Though
Petre et al. [9] later extended this pilot-aided scheme to incorpo-
rate chip-fractional sampling, both [7] and [9] update the equal-
izer at the symbol rate. A straightforward chip-rate Normal-
ized-LMS (NLMS) equalizer that uses pilot chips as a training
signal was proposed and studied in [3] and [10]. Because short-
code orthogonality manifests only at symbol-synchronous in-
stants, however, the presence of MAI can severely degrade the
chip-rate updates at off-symbol instants. Thus, small adaptation
step sizes are needed to provide sufficient averaging [3], which
leads to reduced tracking ability. In response, we develop a mod-
ified LMS algorithm that incorporates a novel “error filtering”
mechanism. The mean transient response of the resulting algo-
rithm corresponds to that of a third-order dynamical system (in
contrast to standard LMS, which behaves as a first-order dy-
namical system [11]). Such higher order LMS algorithms have
demonstrated tracking performance superior to standard LMS
[12].

The aforementioned pilot-aided scheme is intended for cold-
start or loss-of-lock situations; when it yields adequately reli-
able symbol estimates, our receiver switches to a decision-di-
rected (DD) equalizer update algorithm, for which we assume
that all active user codes are known. The chip-rate DD algorithm
alleviates the MAI problem faced by the pilot-aided algorithm
and, consequently, yields better performance.

In Section II, we outline the system model and perform a pre-
liminary analysis, and in Section III, we describe several op-
timal equalizer designs. In Section IV, we describe pilot-aided
adaptive equalization algorithms and analyze their mean-con-
vergence, and in Section V, we outline a DD algorithm and ana-
lyze its robustness to decision errors. In Section VI, we numeri-
cally evaluate the performance of our adaptive receiver in fading
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Fig. 2. Channel model at (a) chip-fractional-rate and (b) chip-rate.

multipath for comparison to an adaptive Rake receiver and the
max-SINR receiver, and in Section VII, we draw conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Model Specification

Our transmitted signal model is illustrated in Fig. 1 with
the following definitions. denotes the number of users;
the th user’s spreading gain; the th user’s
symbol stream; the th user’s short
code (where is the chip index); the multiuser sequence;

the multiuser-plus-pilot sequence; the scrambling
sequence; and the transmitted sequence. The function

denotes , and denotes the floor function.
In the sequel, we will use to denote the Kronecker delta
sequence and to denote a vector of zeros with a one in the

th position1 (for ). We use to denote the transpose
and the Hermitian transpose.

Fig. 2(a) describes the discrete-time chip-fractionally spaced
channel model using samples per chip, where denotes
the chip-fractional impulse response of the channel and pulse-
shaping filters, and where denotes additive channel noise.
In Sections II–V, we assume that the channel response varies
slowly enough (relative to the chip rate) to justify this linear
time-invariant (LTI) model; the effect of time-variation is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section VI. The chip-fractional received
signal can be written as (see, e.g., [13] for a detailed develop-
ment of this multirate fractionally sampled channel representa-
tion)

(1)

A chip-spaced model follows from definition of the
vector-valued quantities ,

, and , as in
Fig. 2(b). Then

(2)

Since our equalizer will employ a window of
chip-spaced samples, we define ,

1The subscript “�” on e refers to the relative delay between the descrambling
code s (i � �) and the equalizer output x(i) and will be used in this context
throughout the paper.

Fig. 3. Equalization, descrambling, and matched-filtering.

Fig. 4. Orthonormal multirate spreading code tree.

, , and
the block-Toeplitz matrix

. . .
. . .

so that

(3)

Collecting the equalizer coefficients into the vector
, the equalizer produces the chip-rate output sequence

(see Fig. 32):

(4)

(5)

(6)

where will be referred to as
the “chip-spaced system response”, and .

We make the following assumptions about our system with
denoting the expectation operator.

A1) Circular, i.i.d., zero-mean, PSK scrambling:

A2) Multirate orthonormal Walsh codes:
The code-tree for the users’ short codes is shown in

Fig. 4 [14]. Codes branching from an active code are
not valid in order to preserve orthonomality. For the
active code-set , the following relationship holds:

s.t.

2The system in Fig. 3 can be made causal by the substitution i! i� � . The
noncausal labeling simplifies the derivations of (8) and (9).
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A3) Constant pilot at user index :

else.
A4) Circular, independent, zero-mean user symbols:

where denotes the th user’s symbol energy, and
from A2), the th user’s chip amplitude is .

is independent of .
A5) Zero-mean, circular, white, Gaussian noise
with variance , independent of and .

B. Preliminary Analyzes

From Fig. 1 and A1)–A4), the transmitted signal is zero-mean
and uncorrelated with variance

(7)

where since ,
and . Note that
and is the pilot spreading factor.

From Fig. 3, (6), and A1), the equalized descrambled signal
can be written as

(8)

The first term on the right of (8) represents additive noise, the
second term represents the desired signal plus “coherent” MAI
and pilot, and the third represents “randomized” interference.

From Fig. 3 and A2), the symbol estimates for the th user
are obtained by matched-filtering (8) using the th user’s code.

(9)

From (9), we see that is composed of a noise term,
a signal term, and an MAI term. The MAI term vanishes if
and only if the channel is perfectly equalized, i.e.,
for some . Thus, while equalization yields the possibility to
suppress MAI, Rake receivers (which avoid equalization and
combine the MF outputs from descramblers with different
chip-offsets) are inherently MAI-corrupted [15]. Equalization
does, however, introduce the potential for noise gain, i.e., an
increase in the variance of . Each equalizer design criterion
(e.g., MMSE, zero-forcing) strikes a particular balance between
residual MAI and noise variance.

A useful measure of system performance is the signal to inter-
ference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the symbol estimate .
Below, we calculate SINR for a particular coefficient set , as-
suming the channel is known. Without loss of generality, we
consider the th symbol of the th user in (9), so that we have
(10), shown at the bottom of the page. Using A5),

. Since A1) implies

if ,
if ,
else

(11)

the interference power is

(12)

Since the noise and interference in the denominator of (10) are
uncorrelated

SINR

(13)

where is the th user’s symbol energy, and denotes the
th column of .

III. OPTIMAL EQUALIZERS

Several optimal (nonadaptive) equalizers are reviewed and
compared in the sections below. These criteria are (stochasti-
cally) minimized by the adaptive algorithms discussed in the
sequel.

SINR (10)
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A. Max-SINR Single-User Equalizer

Using a Rayleigh-quotient argument with (13), we find that
the equalizer maximizing the SINR of is

(14)

where is an arbitrary scaling. Applying the matrix inver-
sion lemma to (14) yields an equivalent expression

(15)

where is an arbitrary scaling.

B. MMSE Single-User Equalizer

Although equalizes the chip-rate signal, we ultimately want
that the descrambled/despread equalizer output yields accurate
symbol estimates. The corresponding MSE cost is

which is minimized [7] by

(16)

where . Note that (16) is
max-SINR according to (15).

C. MMSE Transmitted-Sequence Equalizer

The MMSE coefficient vector for estimation of the -delayed
chip-rate transmitted sequence is given by

(17)

following a straightforward minimization of the -delay MSE
cost [16]

(18)

Note that is also max-SINR according to (15).
If was known to the receiver (say, via decision direc-

tion), an empirical version of (18) could be constructed to opti-
mize the equalizer coefficients. We revisit this idea in Section V.

D. MMSE Pilot Equalizer

From A3), a chip-spaced pilot-referenced error signal can be
constructed as the difference between the descrambled equalizer
output and a constant reference , yielding the cost

(19)

Fig. 5. Equalizer adaptation at (a) symbol-rate using matched-filtering and
(b) chip-rate using MAI filtering.

which has the MMSE solution [17]

(20)

Note that is max-SINR according to (15) and that

when .

IV. PILOT-AIDED ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION

In typical symbol-rate pilot-aided adaptive equalization
schemes (e.g., [7], [9]), the descrambled equalizer output is
matched-filtered according to the pilot code, and the result is
compared to the pilot symbol , as shown in Fig. 5(a). The error
signal can then be used to adjust the equalizer at the symbol
rate. Because the pilot code is orthogonal to all user codes, this
error signal will be free of MAI when perfect equalization (i.e.,

) is achieved. Without perfect equalization, however,
the multipath-corrupted user signals will be nonorthogonal, and
the equalizer updates will be MAI-corrupted.

When temporal channel variation is significant, it may be ad-
vantageous to update the equalizer at the chip rate rather than
the symbol rate. Doing so would eliminate the possibility for
matched filtering, however, which means that the error signal
could become significantly MAI-corrupted. Because the chip-
rate pilot signal is constant and the MAI is zero mean, though,
this MAI could be attenuated through lowpass filtering [as in
Fig. 5(b)]. Such lowpass filtering, however, could slow the re-
action of the update algorithm to variations in the channel re-
sponse. Thus, the optimal lowpass filter design will be a func-
tion of fading rate and user load. In the sequel, we perform a
detailed study of these issues and outline an update algorithm
that automatically adjusts to its operating environment.

A. Averaged-Error/Averaged-Regressor LMS

From Fig. 5(b), the error signal yields
the (delayed) instantaneous squared-error cost

(21)

Stochastic gradient descent of the mean-squared cost
can be accomplished using the LMS algorithm [11] with chip-
rate update equation

(22)
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We derive below for two lowpass filter structures
and coin the resulting algorithm “averaged-error/averaged-re-
gressor LMS” (AEAR-LMS).3 To reduce notation, we omit the
subscripts on , , and .

1) Recursive Averaging: Suppose ,
where is a constant, where , and where

and are real-valued. Then, can be obtained recur-
sively:

Next, we realize from (21) that

where denotes the complex-valued gradient operator with
respect to the vector . For convenience, we define

If we assume (e.g., due to small ) that ,
for , then

which results in the recursion

(23)

Practically speaking, can be computed by delaying the re-
ceived signal by , descrambling with , and fil-
tering the result with . With ,
we can write the equalizer update

(24)

Adopting the single-pole lowpass characteristic
reduces the filter design to a single parameter

and simplifies the updating procedure to

(25)

(26)

(27)

As is evident from (25)–(27), the incorporation of recursive
MAI filtering yields an update algorithm that falls in the fil-
tered-error/filtered-regressor LMS family [19]. In Appendix B,
we show that the mean transient response of the single-pole al-
gorithm (25)–(27) corresponds to that of a third-order dynam-
ical system (in contrast to standard LMS, which exhibits the ex-
ponential decay of a first-order system [11]). Such higher order

3The derivation is similar to that of the filtered-X LMS algorithm [18] used
in active noise control; however, the error filter of AEAR-LMS is intentionally
inserted to enhance system performance.

Fig. 6. SINR of symbol-estimates versus pole location � and step-size � for
AEAR-LMS. Mobile velocity is 5 km/hr, SNR = 10 dB with system parameters
as in Section VI.

Fig. 7. SINR of symbol-estimates versus pole location � and step-size �

for AEAR-LMS. Mobile velocity is 120 km/hr, SNR = 10 dB with system
parameters as in Section VI.

LMS algorithms have demonstrated superior tracking perfor-
mance in Rayleigh-fading channels [12].

The tracking performance of single-pole AEAR-LMS is a
function of two adjustable parameters: and . Simulation
studies under various operating conditions suggest that fixing

(at a suitable value) and adjusting yields performance
very close to that obtained through joint optimization of both
parameters. (See Figs. 6 and 7.4) In Section IV-B, we derive
a variable step-size algorithm that automatically adjusts to
changes in user load or fading rate.

2) Sliding-Window Averaging: Using arguments similar
those in the previous section, it can be shown that for the case

4Note that the performance of chip-rate LMS with no error filtering (upper
border of Figs. 6 and 7, � = 0) is lower than AEAR-LMS with optimal choice
of � and �.
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of causal finite impulse response (FIR) ,
(24) defines the equalizer update with computed via

(28)

B. Variable Step-Size Single-Pole Aear-LMS

In this section, we derive a variable step-size [20] version of
the single-pole AEAR-LMS algorithm (25)–(27). The benefit
of automatic step-size adjustment, as outlined in Section IV-AI,
is automatic algorithm optimization under varying user load
and/or fading rate.

We now introduce a time-dependent step-size . From (21),
the gradient of the instantaneous cost with respect to is

where and returns the real part of the
argument. If we assume and define ,
then (26) implies that

Similarly, (24) implies that

Hence, the step-size update equations become

where is the step-size of the variable step-size algorithm and
should be chosen much smaller than the operating range of .

C. Steady-State Behavior in Slow Fading

In this section, we solve for the mean stationary points of
AEAR-LMS, assuming a fixed (or slowly varying) channel.
This will be accomplished by taking the expectation of (24)
and examining the case . The results hold for either
recursive or nonrecursive .

Consider ; then, from (24)

(29)

It is shown in Appendix A that, under suitable approximations

(30)

where

(31)

Fig. 8. Decision-directed chip-rate adaptive equalization.

From (30), we conclude that AEAR-LMS exhibits mean conver-
gence to the max-SINR equalizer (15). Furthermore, with suit-
able choice of , AEAR-LMS ensures mean convergence to any
of the MMSE equalizers discussed in Section III.

V. DECISION-DIRECTED ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION

The principle feature of the previously discussed
AEAR-LMS algorithm is the use of lowpass filtering for
error-signal-MAI attenuation. While a properly constructed
lowpass filter significantly enhances equalizer performance in
fading channels (recall Fig. 7), performance could be increased
further if the MAI could be altogether removed from the error
signal.

With this in mind, we propose a second mode of adaptation
based on DD. In DD mode, the receiver makes hard tentative de-
cisions on all active users’ symbols and uses them to construct
a (delayed, approximate) copy of the transmitted sequence.
The transmitted sequence is then used to update the adaptive
filter at the chip rate according to criterion from (18).
Since it will not be possible to make reliable symbol estimates
without a properly adjusted equalizer, we intend to engage the
DD mode only after the pilot-trained mode (i.e., AEAR-LMS)
has converged. Likewise, if the equalizer misconverges during
DD mode (e.g., during a deep fade), the receiver switches back
to pilot training. By misconverges, we mean that the equalizer
loses lock and reconverges to a rotated signal constellation; the
SINR is unaffected, but the BER approaches unity. The details
of the DD mode and mode-switching mechanism are discussed
below.

A. DD Equalizer Update

Because we are interested in a low-complexity receiver, we
propose a simple symbol estimation procedure: 1) Descramble
the equalizer output, 2) compute a matched-filter output for each
active user, and 3) quantize the matched-filter outputs. The latter
two operations are denoted by “despread” and “detect” in Fig. 8.
The hard symbol estimates and spreading codes are then used
to regenerate a (delayed, approximate) copy of the multiuser
sequence , which is rescrambled to yield

.
Note that the joint decision making process incurs a delay

of chips, where denotes the spreading gain of the
lowest-rate user. We saw in Section III that MMSE equaliza-
tion using reference signal has the same solution (up
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to a scaling) as pilot-based adaptation using the descrambling
signal . Thus, to be consistent with pilot adaptation,
we must delay by chips when performing DD adap-
tation based on . This choice implies the need
for two equalizers: an -delayed equalizer ,
which is adaptively updated, and a “tentative” equalizer ,
which is used to generate the symbol estimates (see Fig. 8).

can be computed using an -step forward prediction
of . Arguing that, for typical mobile velocities,
the equalizer taps experience relatively little change over
chips, the prediction can be approximated by simply copying

to . The final symbol estimates should be com-
puted from the output of if the complexity/delay
can be tolerated.

The DD update can be constructed from standard LMS:

with the variable step-size option [20] (after ):

Re

B. Mode-Switching Mechanism

To propose a switching mechanism, we must first understand
the effect of decision errors on the DD algorithm. Let us denote
the th-user’s symbol-error signal by
(for ). As a simple example, we consider the case of binary
phase shift keying (BPSK) symbols and uniform user power

so that , and .
With 25% symbol error rate, the nonzero case of

occurs 25% of the time, implying . In this
case, lack of user correlation A4) and the code normalization
A2) imply that the th user’s symbol errors contribute an MAI
energy of to the chip-rate DD error signal. In the pilot-
aided algorithm and under the same assumptions, the th user’s
signal also contributes MAI energy to the chip-rate error
signal prior to lowpass filtering (and less after lowpass filtering).
Roughly speaking, then, the DD algorithm should have about
the same level of MAI in its error signal as the pilot-aided algo-
rithm when BER ; at lower BER, we expect the DD algo-
rithm to have a cleaner error signal. This suggests that BER

forms a rough switching threshold between the pilot-aided
and DD algorithms. Numerical simulations in Section VI con-
firm that the BER-optimal switching threshold is not far from
BER .

In practice, the code-multiplexed pilot symbols are used by
the receiver to generate the BER switching signal. The receiver
divides the number of pilot-symbol errors during the last slot
by the number of pilot symbols to calculate the pilot-BER es-
timate, which is then compared to the switching threshold [see
Fig. 9(b)].

Fig. 9. (a) SINR trajectory with 0 dB SNR and threshold set at BER = 25%.
(b) Pilot BER during slot. Max SF = 256.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In all simulations, we assume a 1/2-chip spaced, 1/2-loaded,
scrambled DS-CDMA downlink. In Figs. 9–13, the downlink
consists of one user at each of the following spreading factors:

; users transmit with unit symbol en-
ergy, and the pilot has spreading factor of 256 with symbol en-
ergy four times that of a single user. In Figs. 14 and 15, the
downlink consists of one user at each of the following spreading
factors: ; users and pilot transmit with unit symbol
energy, and the pilot has spreading factor 32. Spreading factors
and codes are chosen to mimic the WCDMA standard [14], and
the transmitted chip sequence is overlaid with random quadra-
ture phase shift keying (QPSK) scrambling. A Rayleigh-fading
channel—generated according to Jake’s model [21]—is used
where the chip-spaced rays are uncorrelated and have power
profile dB with total average power equal to
one. Delay spread of the fractionally spaced channel is approx-
imately 20 chips and the equalizers have 50 taps to span 25
chips. The system delay is set to 21 chips. The variable step-
size algorithm update weights were BER-optimized experi-
mentally and are , , and for AEAR-LMS, DD,
and symbol-rate LMS, respectively. Unless otherwise noted, ve-
locity is 60 km/hr, chipping rate is 3.84 Mcps, carrier frequency
is 2 GHz, and the square-root raised-cosine chip waveform has
excess bandwidth 0.22. The performances shown in Figs. 10–15
are averaged across users.5.

Fig. 9 shows a typical trajectory of the SINR and BER across
data slots (with ten pilot symbols per slot). Pilot training was
employed at startup, and after a relatively rapid convergence,
the receiver switched to DD mode. The deep fade beginning at
slot 34 caused the DD algorithm to lose lock and reconverge to
a phase-rotated constellation. The resulting spike in pilot BER
cued the receiver to switch back to pilot training, causing a
brief drop in SINR, while the equalizer readjusted its phase to
finally suppress pilot BER and thereby allow a switch back to

5Although we target single-user reception, performance varies with spreading
factor.
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Fig. 10. Pilot BER versus switching threshold for 1/4- and 1/2-loaded cell in
(a) SNR = 0 dB and (b) SNR = 10 dB. Max SF = 256.

DD mode. The near-optimality of the 0.25 pilot-BER threshold
suggested in Section V is verified numerically in Fig. 10, where
BER performance is plotted versus threshold. (The 1/4-loaded
system was obtained by removing the user with spreading
factor 4.)

Figs. 11 and 12 show SINR and BER performance, respec-
tively, versus SNR at a fixed mobile speed of 60 km/hr. Fig. 13
shows both SINR and BER versus mobile speed at a fixed SNR
of 10 dB. From these figures, we make the following observa-
tions. The symbol-rate LMS algorithm outlined in Fig. 5(a),
although implemented with an adjustable step-size [20], per-
formed poorly at all but the lowest velocities because of the
low rate of adaptation (once every 256 chips—the maximum
spreading factor). The same is true for symbol-rate recursive
least squares (RLS) updating, where the RLS algorithm has

Fig. 11. Average SINR versus SNR (60 km/hr). Max SF = 256.

Fig. 12. Average uncoded BER versus SNR (60 km/hr). Max SF = 256.

Fig. 13. (a) Average SINR and (b) Average BER versus velocity. SNR =

10 dB. Max SF = 256. (Legend as in Fig. 11).

BER-optimized forgetting factor and trains with the same error
signal as the symbol-rate LMS algorithm. We note that the
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Fig. 14. Average SINR versus SNR (60 km/hr). Max SF = 32.

Fig. 15. Average uncoded BER versus SNR (60 km/hr). Max SF = 32.

pilot code6 length used in symbol-rate updating must be set
to the maximum spreading factor to remain orthogonal to all
possible user codes. Thus, a lower maximum spreading factor
would allow faster symbol-rate updates to enhance tracking
performance and thereby improve BER and SINR perfor-
mances. (This is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15, where both
symbol-rate LMS and RLS show marked improvement when
symbol-rate updates come every 32 chips.) The adaptive Rake
receiver7 exhibited a more graceful degradation with mobile
speed than did symbol-rate LMS. However, at all but the lowest
SNRs, it performed far from optimal due to inherently high
levels of MAI [recall (9)]. The variable step-size single-pole
AEAR-LMS from Section IV-B (using ) performs
on par with the adaptive Rake receiver at low SNR but much
better at moderate and high SNRs. Still, there is a sizeable gap

6Recall from A3) that the pilot is spread with a normalized all 1’s code.
7The adaptive Rake employed pilot-based channel estimation in which de-

scrambled pilot-matched-filter outputs were averaged using single-pole filters,
whose pole locations were BER-optimized through simulation.

between AEAR-LMS and max-SINR performance. DD adap-
tation (with a pilot-BER switching-threshold of 0.25) performs
significantly better than AEAR-LMS and, in fact, approaches
the performance of max-SINR equalization over a wide range
of SNRs and velocities. Recall that the max-SINR equalizer
assumes knowledge of the actual time-varying channel coeffi-
cients, whereas the adaptive algorithms do not.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a two-mode adaptive linear equalizer that up-
dates at the chip rate to enhance tracking of time-varying pa-
rameters. The first mode (AEAR-LMS) is pilot trained and in-
tended for cold-start and loss-of-lock situations. It uses a novel
filtering mechanism to reduce MAI in the equalizer update. We
focused on the case of single-pole filters for reasons of com-
plexity and showed that these give rise to a third-order LMS al-
gorithm, which is known for improved tracking in nonstationary
environments. Optimum performance of the AEAR-LMS al-
gorithm depends jointly on the pole placement and step-size
value; however, experiments have shown that carefully choosing
a fixed pole location and automatically adjusting the step-size
can lead to near-optimal performance. Analysis showed that
AEAR-LMS converges in the mean to the max-SINR equalizer.

After convergence, the receiver switches to the second (DD)
mode. The DD algorithm improves tracking by canceling
MAI in the error signal used to update the equalizer. Pilot
decision quality is monitored as a means of switching between
AEAR-LMS and DD.

We are currently investigating nonlinear processing stages
that further improve on the linear processing reported in this
paper, as well as algorithms that detect the set of currently ac-
tive user codes (for applications in which this information is not
known by the receiver).

APPENDIX A
STEADY-STATE BEHAVIOR OF AEAR-LMS

Making use of (11) and , it can
be shown that8

(32)

From A3) and A4), it can be shown that

(33)

where . Although the multiuser
signal is nonwhite and cyclostationary with period

, filtering with lowpass tends
to smooth the variations in over the cyclostationarity

8Some derivation details have been omitted due to space limitations; for a
more complete development, see [22].
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period so that for some fixed . In addition, we
have observed (experimentally) that is small relative
to , which suggests that errors in the approx-
imation of should be negligible. If we substitute (33)
into (32) and consider , we obtain

(34)

where , and

(35)

(36)

Next, it is straightforward to show that

(37)

Using (34)–(37), we can evaluate (29) for :

which can be written

(38)

Applying the matrix inversion lemma to (38), we arrive at

(39)

where

(40)

APPENDIX B
TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF AEAR-LMS

In this Appendix, we show that the AEAR-LMS algorithm
behaves in the mean as a third-order system. Defining the mean
parameter error vector , we have

From (32), (37), and (38), we can write

(41)

The last term of (41) is simplified as follows:

(42)

since the off-diagonal terms of the double-sum approximately
cancel. Taking the -transform of (41) and defining

yields

(43)

where , , and where
we have used the approximation (42). If we choose a single-
pole averaging filter , then

. Clearing the denominators of (43) by
multiplying both sides by , we obtain,
after rearranging terms

where

. Noting that has eigendecom-
position , we define the transformation

; thus, the characteristic equation of the th coordinate
of the transformation is

(44)

which is clearly third order.
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